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v.2.0
NCE GANG CREATION
Only gangs from the latest version of the Necromunda Community Edition (NCE) or
Outlanders Community Edition (OCE) are allowed. No homebrew or magazine gangs are
permitted.
Gangs follow their standard NCE/OCE gang requirements and restrictions (i.e. house gangs
must have 1 Leader, no more than half your gang can be Juves, etc.). Please have a paper
copy of your starting gang roster ready to hand to the organisers at the start of the weekend.
CREDITS AND SCRAP
Credits. Gangs have 1100 creds to recruit their starting gang. Credits can be spent on
recruiting fighters and equipment from their gang-specific weapon list as normal.
Scrap. All gangs also start with 500 scrap that can be spent on Ships & upgrades (see Ship
rules). Ships can only be used on Sump Sea or flooded tables in the campaign. The inclusion
of Ships in your gang is entirely optional. Credits can be converted to Scrap at a rate of 1:1 at
any point (including during gang creation), but not vice-versa.
Nothing may be left in the stash from gang creation. Afterwards, from your first battle
onwards, the stash can be used as normal.
RECRUITING FROM PREVIOUS CAMPAIGNS
Any Fighter from a gang that was at a previous TribeMeet event can become the Leader of
your new gang, subject to the following rules:
 They must have started as a normal Fighter (e.g. Leader, Heavy, Ganger, Juve, or
equivalent) from the same gang type, and now have a Leadership of 8 or more.
 Their special rules specific to their prior Fighter type are replaced with the Leader
rules for your gang (weapon restrictions, Independent, skill tables, etc.)
 They start with all the skills, advances, and injuries they had at the end of the previous
event, but none of the equipment (except bionics). They can then be equipped
following the normal rules for a starting Leader.
 The cost of this Leader is the normal cost of a Leader for your gang (e.g. 120 credits)
plus 1 credit for each point of experience above 61 (or 41 for Scavvy Boss). There is
no cost reduction if their experience is less than that. In addition, you must pay the
base trading post price for any bionics they have from the previous campaign.
e.g. Jake McQueen started as a Juve in the Bullitt Bandits Orlock gang at a previous
TribeMeet campaign. He advanced to have Ld 8 and is now returning as a Leader of his own
gang with 98 experience. His starting cost is 157 creds (120 base Leader cost + (98 - 61 xp)).
Note: the organisers are aware that this means the experience is accounted for twice in the
gang rating, however, the advantage that is gained by starting with an established gang
leader amongst new ones is not easily caught up without this increase.
HIRED GUNS
For reasons that will become apparent in the campaign book, all NCE House gangs may start
with a free Ratskin Scout. For the purposes of gang rating this Ratskin Scout has a value of
75 credits, but there is no need to pay upkeep for them during the campaign. If they are lost
or killed, they cannot be replaced.
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In addition, up to two hired guns may be recruited at the start of the campaign and follow the
standard upkeep costs. After gang creation you may not hire any more hired guns.
Any new territory a Ratskin Scout may find while Exploring is determined from the
campaign-specific territory table (see page ##). This territory is considered separate and in
addition to the restrictions outlined below – the Ratskin’s affinity for the Underhive means
they can find safe havens that are not liable to flood.
TERRITORY AND INCOME
Following the Scavvy incursion, food shortage, and subsequent revolt, all semblance of law
and order has collapsed in the dome. The survivors are scrambling to escape the rising
waters while fighting over the few morsels of remaining food. All gangs are treated as
Outlaws for the purposes of income, following the Collecting Income, Foraging, and Starving
rules from the OCE. Each gang starts with two territories from the campaign-specific
territory table (see page ##), determined at the start of your first game. Like the Outlaw
Territory Table, the income from these territories is not halved, because they are already
terrible. At the end of each battle, after income and Foraging is done, randomly determine
one of your territories to become flooded. Roll up a new territory from the table to replace it.
As the waters rise, the remaining patches of dry hive dwindle. At the start of the second day
of the event determine one new territory to replace the previous two. As before, this one also
gets flooded after its income is collected and a replacement determined.
TRADING POST
After each battle, gangs may purchase equipment as normal from either the Trading Post for
NCE house gangs, or the Outlaw Trading Post for OCE gangs.
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11-14
Poisonous Sludge
0
The toxic sludge massed here is particularly noxious. Any fighters sent foraging will only find D3 credits of food or supplies instead of the usual
D6. However, you may also roll 1D6 – on a result of 6, one particularly enterprising member of your gang manages to scrape some of the vilest
sludge into a container along with a small explosive charge - you may equip one member of your gang with a single Tox Bomb, to be struck from
your roster once used.
15-16
Collapsed Building
2D6x2 with conditions below
A fighter can search a building which collapsed after suffering structural damage in the initial flooding, before the inhabitants were able to empty
it fully. Searching through the unstable rubble is not without risks though – on a double, the fighter must roll on the serious injury table, treating
Bitter Enmity or Captured results as Dead. If the fighter dies, their equipment is lost and no income is collected.
21-24
Flooded Hab
2D6
A fighter can search an abandoned half-flooded hab block, gathering what little material the fleeing inhabitants left behind.
25-26
Sumpweed Patch
D6 with conditions below
You find a patch of vaguely edible sumpweed, which you can sell for D6 credits. Additionally, any fighters can eat some of it, which is surprisingly
nutritious considering its origin – this means their cost of feeding them for this post battle sequence reduces by one, to a minimum of one.
However, the player must roll 1D6 and on a result of 1 a single fighter chosen from those that ate the weed is poisoned and killed. You may
keep the fighter’s equipment.
31-34
Chemical Sludge
2D6 with conditions below
A fighter may scavenge the chemical mire for something worth selling – flammable goo for heat and light for instance. However, when they roll
their 2D6 any doubles mean the fighter receives chemical burns from the process – on a double one they succumb to the burns and are killed –
they and their equipment is lost, dissolved in the noxious soup. On any other double they survive but gain the Horrible Scars injury – they now
cause Fear. In either case no income is collected.
35-36
Leaking Pipe
10
There’s a trickle of unexpectedly pure water running from somewhere above – this can be used by the gang members without fear, reducing
their cost of feeding each of them in this post battle sequence by one to a minimum of one. Additionally, trading some of the water gains the
gang a total of 10 credits.
41-43
Sludge Sea
Varies as below
Beneath the shifting surface of the sludge equipment can be seen in the depths – a fighter can dive in to try and retrieve items from the bottom
to sell. Roll 1D6:
1
The fighter is attacked by some horrific sump beast or swims into a viciously corrosive patch of chemical – they suffer a
serious injury, treating any Bitter Enmity or Captured result as Full Recovery. They do not collect any income, and if they die
their gear is lost.
2-3
They find nothing of value, but return unharmed.
4-5
They find some sodden equipment – it will fetch 3D6 credits.
6
Lucky find! The artefact they pull up is worth D6x10 credits.
44-46
Power Line
5 or D6x5 as below
An exposed power line dangles from high above. Roll a D6 each time before collecting income – on a 4+ the power line provides enough power
to allow the gang to charge a small fee to others for recharging power packs and the like, roll D6x5 income instead of the base 5.
51-52
Floating Junk
D6x5
There’s a patch of material floating on the surface, torn free of its fixings when the floodwaters rushed in. It can be scavenged for D6x5 credits.
53-54
Chemical Deposits
3D6
Some valuable minerals have encrusted a warm pipe that protrudes from the slime – it is safe enough to harvest them and gain the gang 3D6
credits.
55-56
Flooded Manufactorum
D3x10 or 2D6x10 with conditions below
A fighter can collect D3x10 from material floating in the filth or easily accessible in shallow areas, but can also see something bigger in a much
deeper area. You can choose to roll 2D6x10 income, but on any doubles the fighter gets tangled up in drifting cabling beneath the surface and,
unable to free themselves, drowns. In this instance the fighter’s equipment is lost and no income is collected.
61-63
Arbite Ammo Stash
D6x10 with conditions below
An ammo cache from the great revolt of Fury’s Rest is found – much of it has been ruined by the constant damp, but some of it has survived and
is salvageable – you gain D6x10 credits but must spend it immediately on common weapons & ammunition from the trading post. Any unspent
credits are lost. Additionally, you automatically pass the next D3 ammo rolls you have to make.
64-66
Trading Outpost
2D6x5 to 6D6x5, with conditions below
A floating trading outpost has coalesced on a deeper patch of the mire, using the floodwaters as a rudimentary yet effective defensive moat.
Perhaps your gang is extorting protection money from the locals, or perhaps they’re keeping an eye open for any traders that seem to be doing
awfully well for themselves to rob once they leave the outpost – either way, you can roll up to 6D6x5 income, but any doubles mean the trading
post is fed up of your activities and an angry militia runs you out of town before income can be collected.

For hive scenarios where the floor is flooded, and on the Sump Sea, sometimes the waters are a bit more interesting. If at least
one player wants to use the special Sump Surface rules, then the player who determined the scenario rolls 1D6 after the scenario
has been determined and consults the following table to establish what the table surface represents. Note that monsters with
the Amphibious trait do not suffer any of the detrimental effects of Thick Sludge, Acidic Waste, Crust or Rough Waters.
1) Sumpwater: You wouldn't want to drink it, but it is relatively harmless. Follow the usual ship and swimming rules for anyone
falling in or trying to traverse it.
2) Thick Sludge: Although relatively harmless, the sludge reduces the movement of anyone caught in it by half, including ships.
Round up.
3) Acidic waste: Anyone unlucky enough to end up in it takes a S2 hit that bypasses armour every turn they stay in the waste. The
hit is worked out when they first enter the waste and at the start of each movement phase they begin in the waste. The hit does
not pin or affect the fighter's activities if they survive. Ships are resilient enough for the acid to not affect them.
4) Crust: The surface is either crusted over by some chemical reaction or a thick accumulation of flotsam. Fighters can move on
it without swimming, however, it is possible they could break through - each turn a fighter starts on the crust or whenever they
move onto it, take an initiative test for them. If they fail, they have broken through and spend the rest of their turn scrabbling
back onto the surface. The Crust reduces ship movement by half, rounding up.
5) Rough Waters: Nearby turbulence is creating large waves across the surface, making it hard to aim. Treat the result as 1:
Sumpwater above. In addition, shots from fighters on ships suffer a -1 to hit penalty. Anyone shooting at a target that is on the
surface suffers a -1 to hit penalty as well, as the target constantly bobs up and down. Consequently, someone shooting at a target
in the water from a ship would suffer a -2 penalty.
6) Fast Flow: The sumpwater is moving at a pace here. Treat the result as 1: Sumpwater above. In addition, after all terrain has
been placed, roll a scatter die and 3D3", to determine the direction and rate of flow for the battle. Any model starting their
movement phase in the waters is first automatically moved that many inches in the direction of the flow. This movement is only
stopped by solid objects. If this movement takes a model off the edge of the board, they have been swept off by the tide. Downed
models swept off go out of action on a 4+, and all others simply miss the rest of the game and are not counted as out of action for
the purposes of bottle rolls or the post battle sequence.
Moving in Water: A fighter that moves or falls into water may paddle or swim to get where they are going or get back to dry land:
Paddle: Move up to half their movement characteristic (rounding up) in their movement phase, and may hide as per the
usual hiding rules if there is some solid scenery allowing them to do so.
Swim: Move up to their full movement characteristic in their movement phase. The fighter gains no cover bonus simply
by being in the water, and may not hide.
Movement-related skills (e.g. sprint or leap) cannot be used while in the water. If a model moves from sumpwater to a solid
surface (e.g. onto a walkway or ship), then any distance they moved in the water is doubled and deducted from their total
movement (e.g. if a fighter with M4 and sprint swam 1" to get themselves out of the water, they may then run (4" - 2x1") x 3 = 6"
further on land). A fighter moving into the water from a solid surface may swim up to half their remaining movement distance,
rounded up. A fighter who is in the water at the end of their movement may not shoot this turn. Fighters in the water may not
enter overwatch and cannot be on fire, and unless they Swim as above they are also treated as being in partial cover (-1 to hit)
whilst in the water due to being half submerged.
A fighter can charge while in the water, in which case their movement follows the Swim rules above. Any fighters engaging in
hand-to-hand combat while in the water halve their Weapon Skill and Initiative, rounding up. Furthermore, they can only use one
hand to wield a weapon - the other hand is needed to keep them afloat. These penalties do not apply to Monsters with the
Amphibious Trait.
Note that the normal 2" crawl available to Fighters that are Pinned or Down is halved to 1" when in the water. When rolling for
Recovery for a Fighter in the water a result of 5 or 6 counts as Out of Action, their injuries being too great to keep their head above
the water.
Falling into water: Falling into the water is slightly preferable to falling onto good old-fashioned concrete. If the surface result
was Crust, treat the fall as normal. For any other result, the fighter will suffer a hit of strength equal to half the height of the fall
in inches, rounded up (e.g. a ganger falling 5" into sumpwater will take a S3 hit). Falls of up to 6" will inflict 1 wound, up to 16" will
inflict D3 wounds, and over 16" will take the fighter directly out of action.
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NCE Ships
Each gang gets 500 Scrap to spend on Sump Sea Ships. In addition, Credits can be converted to
Scrap at a rate of 1:1 at any point, but not vice-versa. Ships that are sold garner half their value in
Scrap. Sump Sea Ships should be kept on a separate roster and their Scrap value is not added to
your gang rating by default.
All Medium and Large Ships can only be used on Sump Sea Tables (there will be several such 4’x6’
tables). If a gang has some Small Ships, any of them may be used on non-Sump Sea tables (i.e. Hive
tables) when the waters start to rise. In this case, their scrap value is added to the Gang Rating for
the battle.
Size
A Sump Ship must be one of the following Classes:
Ship Class
Small†
Medium
Large
Dimensions‡
6”x2”
8”x4”
10”x6”
Max Occupants (from each gang)
3
6
Unlimited
45° Turns per Game Turn
4
2
1
Hull Cost
50
100 Scrap 150 Scrap
Scrap
† Unstable: Small Ships are manoeuvrable but an unstable platform to shoot from. If a Small Ship
moves during a turn then its Occupants receive -1 to hit penalty in shooting, and they count as
having moved that turn for the purposes of heavy weapons, overwatch, etc.
‡ Sizes are indicative only. Rule of cool applies, although they should be big enough to fit the
required propulsion crew members (see below).
Propulsion
All Ships must be powered by at least one of the following methods of Propulsion:
Propulsion Standard
Speed and Cost
Rowed
Sail
Engine

Small
4” (Free)
8” (50 Scrap)
10” (75 Scrap)

Ship Class
Medium
6” (Free)
6” (60 Scrap)
8” (100 Scrap)

Large
6” (Free)
6” (70 Scrap)
6” (125 Scrap)

A Ship may have more than one type of Propulsion equipped. Each method must be paid for with
the corresponding amount of scrap for the Ship size, and to function the Propulsion method must
have sufficient Designated crew. Only one Propulsion method may be used per turn.
Crew
In order to operate a Ship, crew from the gang controlling the Ship need to be Designated to various
positions. Designated crew must be free to act normally during the movement and shooting phases
that turn (e.g. not broken, pinned, or engaged in hand to hand combat). They should already be
positioned in the appropriate place for the role (required for Fighter Launcher) or move there (not
run) before the Ship moves. While Designated, they cannot hide. Crew Designated to propulsion or
a Barrel Mine Launcher cannot shoot, others may shoot some weapons (see below). Excess crew
may be Designated to a particular post as backup (e.g. in case some get shot on overwatch before
they get a chance to act), but the Equipment or Propulsion can still only be used once per turn.
Unless otherwise noted, a crewmember can only be Designated to one post in a given turn.
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A Ship may perform turns if it is able to move that turn and has a Designated Helmsman. For a Ship
to move up to full speed, the following numbers of crew must be Designated to the given Propulsion
system for that turn. If fewer than half the required crew are Designated to a propulsion system,
then the Ship cannot move using it that turn. If between half and the full required crew are
Designated, then its speed is halved.
Crew Required
Ship Class
for Full Speed Small Medium Large
Rowed
2
3
4
Sail
1
2
3
Engine
1*
1
2
Helmsman
1*^
1*
1*
* The Engine crew of a Small Ship and all Helmsmen have a hand free. They may therefore shoot a
pistol or throw a grenade during the shooting phase.
^ One of the propulsion crew of a Small Ship may also be its Helmsman, but then loses their ability to
shoot or throw a grenade. For example, the driver of a Small jetski (Engine) can either move and
turn the Ship, or move it in a straight line and shoot a pistol.
Ship Armour
To protect themselves, gangs have started equipping scrap armour to the sides of their Ships. The
various Ship Classes offer the following cover saves to their Occupants against shots originating from
sea-level outside the Ship or from another Ship. Shots from an elevated ground position (e.g. top of
a tower) are worked out following the normal line of sight rules, assuming the sides of the Ship
confer the below cover bonuses.
Cover Modifier
Bow (Front)
Port and Starboard (Sides)
Stern (Back)

Small
-1
-1
-1

Ship Class
Medium
-2
-2
-1

Large
-2
-2
-1

Ships should be modelled to represent the above, although rule of cool still applies. Whatever the
eventual models look like the above will apply. A cover modifier of -2 is sufficient to enable hiding.
If the target and firer are both on the same Ship, then work out cover modifiers as normal, based on
whatever on-deck equipment happens to be in the line of fire.
Ship Damage
Sump Sea Ships cannot be sunk and should be treated as scenery that can move.

Movement
Occupant movement can only be made before Ship movement, with the exception of Boarding
Charges (see below). Ships move only forwards, unless using Engines or Rowing for propulsion, in
which case they may also move in reverse at half speed. Ships may turn (by pivoting about their
centre up to 45°) at any point during their movement distance, and count as moving even if only
turning. Ships may move up to their standard movement speed in the movement phase, with the
following special rules for Sails and Engines. If overwatch fire interrupts Ship movement, then the
remaining movement is modified (e.g. halved or nullified) depending on how many crew are still
Designated to the Propulsion being used after overwatch is resolved.
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If a Ship moves 12” or more in a turn, all occupants are considered as Rapid Moving Targets (-1 to
hit). Occupant movement is counted separately to Ship movement for these purposes, so an
Occupant moving 4” on a Ship moving 8” would not be a Rapid Moving Target.
Note, speed multipliers are cumulative. So a Small rowboat going backwards (x0.5) using half the
required Designated crew (x0.5) could move up to one quarter of its normal speed 4”x0.5x0.5 = 1”.
Sails
After choosing a board edge, the player that deploys first rolls a D6 prior to setting up any models to
determine the wind direction for the battle relative to their deployment edge.

Sail powered Ships use one and a half their standard movement speed when moving within 45° of
the wind direction, half standard movement speed when moving within 45° of the reverse wind
direction, and their standard movement speed everywhere else. Movement using Boosters is
unmodified by wind.
Engines
Roll a D6 just before a Ship moves using its Engine. On a roll of a 1 the engine has a problem and
cannot be used until restarted. At least one crew member Designated to the Engine must pass an
initiative check to restart it. Each Designated crew gets one attempt per turn, starting with the
current turn. If passed, the engine is restarted but can only go at half speed that turn due to the
delay. Another form of propulsion can be used instead of the engine if it has Designated crew.
Alongside and Boarding
If Ships get alongside models may move from one Ship to another normally, if there is a gap the
usual rules for leaping apply. Obviously due to the way players may model the Ships actually getting
alongside may be impossible. However, if the Ship movement distance is sufficient to allow it, Ships
should be treated as being alongside.
Boarding Charge
Models who are not Designated crew (except Fighter Launcher) and who have not already moved
may make a special Boarding Charge move after all Ship movement is complete. The normal rules
for charging apply, although it should be noted that this move is outside the normal move sequence
and every effort should be made to not measure distances before a Boarding Charge is declared.
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Ramming
When one Ship rams another, the Occupants of the Ship being rammed must make an initiative test.
If it is a head-on collision, the Occupants of both Ships have to test. Any Occupants that fail this test
are immediately pinned. Ships may only ram Ships of the same Class and smaller.
If a non-Ship model is rammed, they are immediately pined and moved out of the way of the Ship.

Equipment
Boosters– Cost 25/50/75 Scrap for Small/Medium/Large Ship (one per Ship)
Turns out you can make anything go faster! Amongst other things crews have been known to strap
on a rocket, add nitro to the engine, whip the oarsmen, or rein in something big and nasty from the
deep. Once per game, when activated by Designated Helmsman, the Ship moves an extra 6” directly
forwards. Occupants cannot shoot that turn and lose overwatch status.
Smokescreen Launcher– Cost 20 Scrap (one per Ship)
Once per game, at the end of a Ship’s movement, its Designated Helmsman may deploy the
smokescreen. For the rest of this turn and opponent’s turn immediately after, the occupants of the
Ship are treated as being inside a Smoke Bomb cloud. The Occupants also lose their overwatch
status.
Barrel Mine Launcher– Cost 25 Scrap (Medium or Large Ships only, one per Ship)
A barrel full of boom! What could go wrong? These crude explosives can be used to deter pursuit,
lay an ambush, or an effective means of catching sump fish. At any point during the movement
phase, a crewmember Designated to the Barrel Mine Launcher may drop one Barrel Mine
overboard, but not in contact with any Ships. Mark the mine’s position with a suitable marker (e.g. a
barrel, or 25mm miniature base). The mine becomes armed at the start of the subsequent turn (i.e.
the opponent’s turn after yours). Once armed, the mine detonates if touched by any model or hit by
shooting (small target, -1 to hit). The explosion uses the 5” blast template centred on the mine.
Strength
3

Damage
1

Save Mod.
-1

Special
Gas Cloud

Any Ship touched by the template is treated as if it had just been rammed (Occupants must
immediately pass an initiative check or be pinned).
Fighter Launcher– Cost 30 Scrap per launcher (Medium or Large Ships only, max 1/2 for
Medium/Large)
Swing ropes, bungee poles, and other devices to get across the water. Instead of moving, the
crewmember Designated to this launcher can propel themselves up to 8” in any direction, ignoring
intervening cover and models (assuming the Fighter can feasibly get there, e.g. not through a solid
bulkhead). This movement counts as a Run, or a Charge if it used to engage an enemy, and it can be
used after Ship movement for Boarding.
Harpoon Gun – Cost 50 Scrap per gun (Medium or Large Ships only, max 2/4 for Medium/Large)
Harpoon Guns are huge, brutal weapons loaded with Harpoons the length of a man attached to
chains. Normally used to catch a myriad of mutated Sump Sea creatures, savvy crews now use them
to skewer enemies and lock onto opposing Ships.
Range
Short
Long
0-6
6-12

To Hit
Short Long
+1
0

Strength

Damage

6

D3

Save
Mod.
-3

Ammo Roll
6+
4
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Harpoon Guns are mounted on the deck of the Ship and have a 90° arc of fire. The crewmember
Designated to the Harpoon Gun may fire only the Harpoon Gun that turn, or they can go on
overwatch using the Harpoon Gun. Range and line of sight should be measured from the Harpoon
Gun for this attack.
Harpoon: A model wounded by a Harpoon is hurled backwards D6". Any other models in this path
are also hit on a 4+. The second model suffers a Strength 5 hit causing 1 wound with a -2 save
modifier, the third a Strength 4 hit causing 1 wound with a -1 save modifier, and so on. These
models are all hurled the remaining distance from where they were standing. Fighters knocked over
a ledge fall as normal.
Attachment: Harpoons may be used to Attach to Ships and Monsters. All Ships count as a large
target (i.e. +1 to hit), but don’t take any damage from Harpoons. The location where the Harpoon
hits and Attaches should be marked with a suitable marker. Until the Harpoon is removed, models
that are Attached cannot move away from each other, and the Harpoon Gun cannot fire again. To
remove a Harpoon a Fighter or Monster must be in base to base contact with either the Harpoon hit
marker or Harpoon Gun during the shooting phase and pass an initiative check. The model must not
have run that turn, cannot shoot or be involved in hand to hand combat, and must otherwise be free
to act that turn (e.g. not broken).

Special Rules
Going Overboard
If an Occupant gets pinned, or goes down within 1" of the edge of a Ship they must make an
initiative test. If they fail, they fall overboard. They take the fall damage, and then follow the rules
for Swimming. The front, back, and sides of all Ships are treated as ladders, so the Fighter may climb
up or down in their movement phase. If a Ship’s deck is reasonably low, a model on a Ship may be in
hand to hand combat with a model in the water. No Obstacle penalty applies in this case.
Shooting on the Sump Seas
On the Sump Sea tables the hive chemicals create a fog that can barely be seen through. The fog
means that Fighters receive a -1 penalty to hit when shooting at anything further away than 12” but
within 24”. Anything further than 24” can’t be seen other than as a murky green shadow.
Template Weapons
If a normal (non-persistent) template scatters such that its centre is on the water, then it dissipates
harmlessly. If the centre of a persistent template weapon (e.g. smoke bomb, tox bomb) is on the
deck of a Ship, then it will move with the Ship when the Ship moves. Otherwise, the persistent
template remains on the water surface.
Capturing Ships
There is glory and loot to be had by plundering enemy ships! If at the start of any turn only your
Fighters are present on an enemy Ship, they may crew that vessel as if it was yours until the reverse
is true. An enemy Ship is considered Captured in the turn it is first moved by you, and all Fighters on
board earn +5 XP. Each Captured Ship you are still crewing at the end of the game, and those that
are unoccupied when the enemy bottles out, get looted by your gang. Depending on the size of the
Ship, the following loot is added to your gang’s income: Small = D3x5, Medium = 2D3x5, and Large =
3D3x5 credits. Captured Ships are abandoned after they are looted and returned to the owning
player for their next battle.
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Hull Cost
Move
Propulsion Crew
Cost

Small
50 Scrap
4”
2
Free

Ship Class
Medium
100 Scrap
6”
3
Free

Sail

Move
Propulsion Crew
Cost

8”
1
50 Scrap

6”
2
60 Scrap

6”
3
70 Scrap

Engine

Summary Table

Move
Propulsion Crew
Cost

10”
1*
75 Scrap

8”
1
100 Scrap

6”
2
125 Scrap

1*^
3
4
-1

1*
6
2
-2

1*
Unlimited
1
-2

Port and Starboard (Sides)

-1

-2

-2

Stern (Back)

-1

-1

-1

1
25 Scrap
1

1
50 Scrap
1

1
75 Scrap
1

Propulsion

Rowed

†

Cover
Modifier

Helmsman
Max Occupants (from each gang)
45° Turns per Game Turn
Bow (Front)

Maximum Equipment
and Cost

Boosters

Large
150 Scrap
6”
4
Free

Smokescreen Launcher
20 Scrap
Barrel Mine Launcher
0
1
1
25 Scrap
Fighter Launcher
0
1
2
30 Scrap
Harpoon Gun
0
2
4
50 Scrap
† Small Ships are Unstable. If Ship moved, its Occupants receive -1 penalty to shooting and count as
having moved that turn for the purposes of heavy weapons, overwatch, etc.
* May shoot a pistol or throw a grenade during the shooting phase.
^ One of the Designated propulsion crew of a Small Ship may also be its Helmsman, but then cannot
shoot or throw grenade.
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There Be Monsters In That There Sump!
The floodwaters have flushed a lot of the non-human denizens of the dome from their lairs. As areas of
dry ground grow smaller by the second, clashes between gangs and hideously mutated hive fauna have
increased at an alarming rate.
Rules:
Every NCE player at TribeMeet 2020 will need a monster. Get a 50-60mm base. Glue something scary to
it. Paint said scary thing. Take the basic monster stat line below and add traits from the list below that fit
your scary thing... then remember that your NCE gang will have to fight against it at some point and
maybe tone it down a notch. Take a decent pic of your monster, give it a name and maybe some fluff and
enter it into the monster competition. N18 players are welcome to submit a monster to the competition,
but their campaign during the event does not involve them (we have something else in store!).
It is advised that the monster sheet provided is used to record your monster’s stats and abilities to enable
faster play.
From the start of the second turn (not player turn) each player must roll a die, on a 5+ their monster turns
up. Once one monster has turned up no more rolls are required, the scent of the monster warns others
away… for now (on day two disregard this, the shrinking dry patches increase the likelihood of multiple
monsters).
The monster is immediately deployed (on ground level if possible) 2d6" away from the centre of the table,
the direction determined by a scatter die. The monster will act at the start of every turn (not player turn)
including the turn on which it is deployed (yes, before either player!) Neither player controls the monster,
instead follow this simple flow chart:
• Carry out any compulsory movement (On Fire etc) if applicable.
• Otherwise, the monster will always move towards the closest visible fighter (test to determine if hidden
models can be detected if relevant). In the case of equidistant targets randomise between them.
• If in range it will charge.
• If the monster is not in charge range but has a ranged attack it will move towards and attempt to shoot
the nearest fighter.
• If not in charge range and it does not have a ranged attack it will move as far as possible towards the
nearest fighter.
• When engaged with multiple opponents in close combat, on its turn the monster will attack them all in a
random order.
Any fighter taking a monster out of action gets an additional 5xp in addition to the 5xp for a wounding hit.
Once (if?) the monster is killed its model is replaced with a loot counter. The loot counter is the monster's
corpse which may contain edible parts. The basic monster's corpse provides enough food for 1 fighter. For
each trait added the monster's corpse provides enough food for an additional fighter.
If the monster is not killed before one gang has bottled, then the remaining gang must complete its next
turn. After that they may either choose to end the game or stay and fight the monster in the hope of
slaying it for the glory - or just to harvest its corpse. Whatever the decision, the gang that is last to leave
the table still counts as winning the scenario.

The basic monster stats are as follows:
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All monsters cause Fear, have a 5+ armour save and ignore pinning.
The available traits are as follows. There is no limit to the number of traits that may be taken. Each trait
can only be taken once, and multiple traits that affect the same stat do stack.
Acid for Blood: A strength 3 hit to all models in base to base contact with the monster when it receives a
wound.
Agile: +1 Initiative.
Ambush Predator: The monster may not be targeted by Overwatch.
Amphibious: The monster may move through, fight in and shoot from liquid terrain without penalty, as
well as acting normally on land.
Camouflage: Shots targeting the monster suffer a -1 to hit at short range, and -2 at long range.
Enhanced Senses: The range for spotting hidden fighters becomes 3xI, and is not affected by darkness.
Enraged: "I don’t know what the hell’s in there, but it’s weird and pissed off, whatever it is." The monster
gains +1 Attack every time it loses a wound.
Face eater: When rolling for serious injuries caused by this monster use the following chart D66 roll Result
11-16 Dead
21-23 Head Wound
24-26 Blind in one Eye
31-36 Old Battle Wound
41-46 Full Recovery
51-56 Impressive Scars
61-66 Horrible Scars
Fly: Can fly using the normal flying rules.
Furious attack: +2 attacks on the charge.
Gigantic: "We're gonna need a bigger boat." +2 to strength, toughness, half initiative (round up). The
monster becomes a Large Target (+1 to hit). This monster may go on a base larger than 60mm.
Horns/spikes: +1 strength and attack on the charge.
Hostile: +1 attack.
Ignore Terrain: May move over and up any terrain without penalty, not including liquid.
Iron Hide: "The beast's hide is too thick to be pierced from the outside! I must cut through it from the
inside!” – the monster’s armour save improves by 1 (e.g 5+ becomes 4+).
Leap: May move an additional 6" when charging.
Lure: Fighters within 6” of the monster at the start of their turn must make a leadership test (a Gang
Leader's Leader skill cannot be used for this). If the test is failed, the Fighter must move towards the
monster, if possible. Any other compulsory movement takes precedence (e.g. Stupidity, On Fire, Broken,
Hallucinogen, etc.). If the fighter charges the monster, the monster doubles its initiative in the first round
of combat while the charging Fighter loses their charge bonus.
Massive Maw: Gigantic monsters only. This monster is able to swallow fighters whole! On a wound roll of
6 roll a further die, on a 4+ the target is not just wounded, he is swallowed whole (no armour save
allowed). If the monster is killed before the end of the game then the fighter escapes with no further
injuries, if not he is dead and all his equipment is lost. Cannot be combined with Pincers.
Multiple Heads: Enemies never receive an outnumbering bonus against this monster.

Paralysing Sting: No wound roll is required; the toxins will automatically inflict 1 wound per hit. Armour
may still save a target as normal. A target suffering his final wound from a Paralysing Sting rolls on the
following chart instead of the normal Injury chart:
1 = No effect.
2-4 = The model goes out of action but suffers no lasting injuries.
5-6 = The model goes out of action as normal.
Pincers: Snip! If the monster wounds on a roll of 6, roll another D6. If this roll is also a 6 the monster has
snipped its opponent's head clean off unless the wound is saved. Fighters that suffer this fate are
automatically dead so are crossed off the roster along with their equipment. Cannot be combined with
Massive Maw.
Plague Carrier: “When there is no room left in hell, the dead will walk the earth." At some point this
monster has encountered plague zombies and been bitten. It carries the zombie plague which reduces its
Move by 1, its I down to 1 and has destroyed its capacity to feel pain - this monster ignores Downed
results. Wounding hits caused by this monster are subject to the zombie bite rule, as are any fighters
eating the monster's corpse.
Predatory: +1 weapon skill.
Preternatural Reflexes: 5+ unmodified save in addition to its armour save.
Quick: +1” Movement.
Ranged Attack: Pick a ranged attack from the following list:
• Web (web pistol (0-8”))
• Acidic bile (high power plasma pistol (0-8”), no “gets hot” roll)
• Venom (needle pistol (0-8”))
• Toxic Breath (hand flamer)
There are no range modifiers to hit. The Monster automatically passes all ammo checks.
Regenerate: If at the end of its turn the monster has at least one would remaining, it will regain one lost
wound on a 4+.
Resilient: +1 Wounds.
Strong: +1 Strength.
Swarm: Half WS, S and T rounding up, double W, I and A. The swarm takes double the number of wounds
from template weapons.
Tentacle Attack: If the monster is not already engaged in hand to hand combat, the first fighter moving
within 3” of the monster this round is attacked once using the monster’s BS and S to hit and wound.
Terrifying: "Be afraid, be very afraid." Causes Terror.
Tough: +1 Toughness.
Toxic Musk: Models within 2" of the monster at the start of their turn must pass a toughness test or suffer
the effects of a choke grenade.
Vengeful: "I think I made it angry…" The monster will move as normal until it is wounded for the first time.
The fighter which wounded it is now the primary target of the monster – after any compulsory moves it
heads for them by the most direct route, unaffected by other fighters (even new wounding hits) and is able
to leave close combat without penalty. If the fighter goes OOA then the monster returns to normal
behaviour until its next wound, whereupon the same happens again. It will charge the target fighter even
if hidden, and won't change target unless said target goes OOA.
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